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ABSTRACT
The idea of roles of variables is to provide a vocabulary for describing the way in which variables are used by experienced programmers. This paper presents work on a system that is designed to automatically check students’ role assignments in simple procedural programming. This is achieved by applying program analysis techniques, in particular program slicing and data flow analysis, to programs that students have written and annotated with role assignments.

1. INTRODUCTION
One important area of difficulty in the teaching of programming is bridging the gap between what can be done with a programming language, and what are the typical idioms used by programmers when they use that language. Structures in programming languages are very general; however, in “real” programming these structures are typically used in a small number of ways most of the time.

Typically, this has been regarded as part of the tacit knowledge [15] that is acquired by immersion in the activity of programming. However, in recent years a number of attempts have been made to articulate this knowledge in a more concrete fashion. Examples include the idea of design patterns [8], which articulate the ways in which high-level behaviour is achieved by the interaction of classes playing certain roles in an object-oriented system; and the idea that is at the core of this paper, viz. assigning high-level “semantic” roles to variables alongside the basic labelling which says what sort of thing the variable contains [12]. In general we can see this as a move from expressing static information about the kind of thing something is to expressing the kind of thing that it does.

One way to support such ideas is to develop computer-based tools to aid learners in applying such concepts. Such tools can help learners by checking whether these semantic ideas are consistent with the syntax they have written, annotating program code that they have written with some interpretation of that code, providing a visual interpretation of the code with regard to the semantic information, et cetera.

The aim of this paper is to discuss such a tool. The aim of it from the learner’s point of view is that the learner specifies the role that they believe the variable to be playing in their program, then the tool analyses whether that role has been correctly assigned. This is achieved by carrying out a slicing of the program (i.e. rewriting the program so that just those parts of the program that affect a particular variable are included), then constructing a data flow graph from the sliced program. We then analyse properties of that graph, and the sliced program itself, for properties which suggest particular variable roles.

The paper is structured as follows. We begin with two short reviews of the roles of variables concept and the ideas of program analysis and slicing. We then discuss how the tool has been constructed, and go on to discuss ongoing work.

2. ROLES OF VARIABLES
When an experienced programmer creates a variable, they have a number of things in mind. Most obvious are the two things that we teach explicitly to students: the type of information that the variable contains (int, String...); and the information that is represented by that variable, e.g. a piece of real-world data, some information that is significant in an algorithm, a piece of information input by a user, . . . .

However, the experienced programmer will also make use of their (typically tacit) knowledge about how variables are typically used in programming. Occasionally, this knowledge is articulated; for example programmers will talk about a “constant” or a “loop index”. Occasionally, (as with the idea of a constant) the computer language provides a way to talk about these; on other occasions there is an informal natural language description that is used amongst programmers (e.g. the notion of a loop index). However, in many cases there is no explicit term with which to discuss these concepts.

To tackle this the idea of explicitly named roles of variables has been introduced by Sajaniemi and colleagues [12]. This work identifies a number of ways in which variables are used in programs, and provides names for these roles. An example of such a role is gatherer. A variable playing this role accumulates information as the program goes on, e.g. accumulating an aggregate or average value as data is input, or generating an index or ordering as new items are added.

Interestingly, a small number of such roles describe the vast majority of variable uses in simple procedural programming. It has been demonstrated that ten roles are sufficient to cover 99% of variables used in a large collection of programs [12, 18], and that experienced programmers agree with a high degree of consistency on which roles should be assigned to which variables [1].

These roles can be used in teaching in a number of ways. Primarily, they are used to aid discussion of programming between teachers and students, by providing a set of named concepts that can help to understand how experienced pro-
grammers work, and thus provide a bridge between naïve and experienced programmers. Another way in which these have been used is in program visualisation [17], using an intuitively appealing cartoon-like image associated with each role.

Most work on roles of variables has focussed on procedural programming. Recently, some preliminary work has been carried out on analysing roles in an object-oriented framework [5]. However, for the purposes of this paper we focus solely on procedural programs.

3. PROGRAM SLICING AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS

The standard thing to do with a program is to run it on a set of input data or through interaction with users. However, if we want to understand how a program behaves we can do many other things to a program: in general, such techniques are known as program analysis [14].

Program analysis techniques typically consist of two stages: transforming the program with respect to the kind of analysis that is to be attempted, then following some information through that transformed program. Typically the aim will be to follow some property of the information processed by the program through all possible program paths; often this is achieved through making some (conservative) approximation to that information.

An example of this is abstract interpretation, where we choose a property of a variable (e.g. “does this number ever go negative?”), aggregate the values that the variable could take into a set of abstract values (e.g. “known-positive”, “known-negative”, “don’t know”), transform the program so that operations act on that abstraction rather than the concrete value (e.g. “if a known-positive number is added to a known-positive number, then the result is a known-positive number”), then follow the transformed program through all possible branching points examining how the abstracted values of those variables are transformed in the program.

Two program analysis techniques of particular importance to the work in this paper are program slicing, which transforms a program with respect to a variable by removing all parts of the program which cannot impact on that variable; and data-flow analysis, which generates a graph summarising the paths that can be taken through the program and analyses properties of that graph. Details of these will be given as needed during the description of the tool development below.

4. DEVELOPING A TOOL FOR CHECKING ROLES OF VARIABLES

4.1 Overview and Stance

We have been developing a tool that uses program analysis techniques to check variable role assignments in procedural code sections in the Java language. Each time a new variable is introduced the student annotates their code with a structured comment saying what role they believe the variable is playing. The tool then analyses the program to check whether that role assignment is correct. If the tool cannot successfully assign a role to the variable, then it reports a “don’t know” value.

The development of this tool is an attempt to chart a middlebrow route between two extremes. By using analysis of the program rather than simply testing it on a number of examples, the tool aims to be more rigorous than tool that is based simply on sample runs and heuristics. Nonetheless the aim is not to produce a system where the analysis is backed up by a formal proof of correctness of that role assignment.

4.2 Transforming the Program

The input to the tool is an annotated program: a Java program which is self-contained within a single class, where variable declarations are accompanied by a comment which states the role that the student believes the variable to be playing. Here is an example (modified from one of the examples at http://www.cs.joensuu.fi/~saja/var_roles/):

```java
import java.io.*;

public class Doubles {
    private int number; //%%number%%most recent holder%%
    private int counter; //%%counter%%stepper%%

    public Doubles() {
        System.out.print("Give amount of loops: ");
        counter = getInput();
    }

    while (counter > 0) {
        System.out.print("Give some number: ");
        number = getInput();
        System.out.println("Two times " + number + " is " + 2*number);
        counter = counter - 1;
    }
}

public int getInput() {
    int returnInt = 0;
    BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
    try {
        returnInt = new Integer(in.readLine()).intValue();
    } catch (IOException e) {
        System.out.println(e.getMessage());
    }
    return returnInt;
}
```

As discussed in [16, 9] the role of a variable has more to do with the way in which the data flows through the variable than value of the variable itself. A formal way of transforming programs in such a variable-centric fashion is given by the theory of program slicing [2, 19, 10]. This was devised by Weiser [20] as a formalisation of the process used in debugging programs whereby programmers consider a variable in a program by working out which parts of the program can impact upon the value of that variable. A slice of a program with respect to a variable is the program with all statements which cannot impact on that variable removed.

For the purposes of the present project, there should not be any need to undertake the total decomposition of the source code described in [7] where every variable having an impact on the value of the analysed variable is isolated. Instead it should be sufficient to look for each variable, at where and under what circumstances it is assigned and used (though some provision may need to be made for indirect
usage of the variable e.g. when two variables are used in combination to set a flag that acts as a condition for the loop).

In the tool we create the slice from a source code map (illustrated in figure 1); from this statements relating to each variable for which a role has been declared can be extracted. A sensible starting point for this in each program is the map containing the variables to be checked. Taking the key set of the variable map, the source code map can be traversed and each of the control constructs encountered stored in the order that they occur, until a construct (elementary, or control) containing the variable in question, is found. Once an occurrence of the given variable has been found, it is stored with its associated control constructs in a list. The map is traversed again looking for the next occurrence of the variable, with any control constructs and variable statements stored in a separate list from the first. This process can be repeated until every occurrence of the variable has been found. In this way it is possible to identify the position of each incidence of the variable being analysed in the program. This process can be repeated for all variables in the program for which a role has been declared. It is then possible to reconstruct the program from the perspective only of a given variable. This is the program slice. Figure 2 shows a program slice diagram for the variable last_fib from the Fibonacci program given in full in the Appendix.

4.3 Analysing the slice

Having obtained a slice of the program with respect to the variable role, we now need to analyse the slice to determine whether the role specified in the annotation is the actual role played. In doing this we are primarily concerned with data flow analysis of the program, as it is such data flow properties that primarily define the role that the variable is playing.

In [13] Moonen describes a generic architecture for data flow analysis, and concludes that there is no need to be specific about control constructs within the program being analysed. Any loop can be modelled simply as a loop having a condition under which it should continue to run. Similarly, any branch can be modelled as a branch and condition under which it should be followed in the sequence of executed statements. Moonen usefully differentiates between variable definition comprising input statements and those where the variable appears on the left hand side of equations, and variable use such as output statements and those where the variable appears on the right hand side of equations. According to [1], the role of a variable captures its behaviour by characterising the dynamic nature of the variable, i.e. the sequence of its successive values as related to other variables and external events. The analysis of training programs undertaken in the present project does not entirely support the view in [12] that usage does has no effect on the role of a variable, but the idea of separating statements involving variables into those in which the variable is defined and those in which the variable is used, provides a useful starting point for breaking down the sliced statements. From the available training programs, four distinct categories of variable statement are identified as follows:

1. Assignment statements, i.e. those where the variable appears on the left hand side of an equation as described in [13]. Java appears to have some advantages over other programming languages such as Pascal in this respect, as direct assignment statements always contain an = operator on the left hand side of which appears the variable in question\(^1\).

\(^1\)Indirect assignment of a variable e.g. via input of an integer.
2. **Usage statements**, i.e. those where the variable is either output to terminal (for use by the program user), directly used to assign some value to another variable, or as input to a method. This is roughly equivalent to the description of variable use in [13].

3. **Conditional statements**, i.e. those statements where the variable appears either as the condition for a loop, or as a condition for a branch in the software.

4. **Other statements**, e.g. those where the variable is declared, or returned.

In order to aid with the construction of analyses that would suggest variable roles, a tool was written which took example programs and listed each variable together with a description of how that variable was assigned and used (in particular where the variable was assigned and modified with respect to loop structures in the program).

By comparing these assignment and usage conditions with the roles we identified 21 conditions which can be used to build up checks for role assignment (table 1).

By using these conditions we have built a set of conditions for each role under which that role will fail to apply. This gives us a way of checking the student’s role assertion and providing feedback if the role assignment appears to be incorrect.

As an example consider the role **most recent holder**. This has the failure condition

\[
Y = F \lor \neg A \lor (Q \land R) \lor (Q \land X) \lor M \lor K \lor I \lor J \lor S \lor H \lor L \lor (-G \land D \land \neg P) \\
\lor (-T \land \neg U) \lor (-B \land (-C \lor D \lor E))
\]

where \(Y\) is a predicate indicating that the rule assignment is correct. If any of the subconditions are not met, feedback can be given appropriately using the messages in table 2.

In developing the rule sets, we have endeavoured where possible to create a rule set for each role that has minimal overlap with rule sets for other roles. This is to stop incidences where a variable appears to conform to the rule set of more than one role.

One exception to this is the case of the rule set for most recent holder. In that rule set, one of the rules indicating that the variable is not a most recent holder is as follows: \(R = A \land B\), where \(R\) signifies an incorrect role declaration, \(A\) signifies that the variable is of type array, and \(B\) signifies that the variable is not playing the role fixed value. This break with convention is to enable the program to recognize in programs such as **Histogram.java** (see Appendix), that the float Array (amount) has the role fixed value and not the role most recent holder. The problem in that case is that the array appears to be used within the loop in which it is assigned, even though only one of the array values is being used and that value is actually assigned only once (i.e. it is a fixed value). At present, the variable is reckoned by the analysis software to have the role fixed value, only because even though it appears to be used in the loop within which it is assigned, it is also of type Array.

Moreover, the analysis program recognises the variable as not having the role most recent holder, only because one of the rules is that the variable shall not be an Array and also value to a method, is not covered in the present version of the software.

| A | variable is assigned in a loop. |
| B | variable is used in its assignment loop. |
| C | variable is used conditionally for its assigning loop. |
| D | variable is used directly for its assigning loop condition. |
| E | variable is assigned in "for" loop statement. |
| F | variable is used directly in the program. |
| G | variable is assigned in a branch for which it is part of the condition. |
| H | variable appears directly on both sides of assignment statement. |
| I | variable appears indirectly on both sides of assignment statement. |
| J | variable is directly toggled within a loop. |
| K | variable is indirectly toggled within loop. |
| L | variable is incremented/decremented within a loop. |
| M | variable is used outside of loop in which it is assigned. |
| N | variable is assigned in loop before it is used in that loop. |
| O | variable is used conditionally for a loop outside of its assignment loop. |
| P | variable appears in array organizing type statement. |
| Q | variable is of type array. |
| R | variable is assigned within a loop with a combination of other variables, values and operators. |
| S | variable is assigned with the output from a method call. |
| T | variable is assigned with a value resulting from instantiation of a new object or directly with boolean value. |
| U | (variable is playing role fixed value). |

Table 1: The 21 rules (plus one role assignment that plays the role of an additional rule) from which the role assessments are constructed.
Condition under which variable is adjudged not to be a fixed value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Message generated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>( \neg A ) \land (Q \land R) \land (Q \land X)</td>
<td>&quot;assigned in for loop statement&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>I \land J</td>
<td>&quot;not assigned in loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>&quot;appears to be organizer statement&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>&quot;is array filled in loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>D \land \neg P</td>
<td>&quot;incremented/decremented within loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>&quot;toggled within loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>(\neg C \lor D \lor E)</td>
<td>&quot;appears on both sides of assignment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;indirectly appears on both sides of assignment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;appears in loop with combination of other variables, operators and constants&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;used as condition for branch in which assigned&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;appears to be indirectly toggled within loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;condition for loop in which assigned and limited use outside of loop&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;always assigned in loop with value of variable&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;not used in loop in which assigned&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Messages given on failure: Most Wanted Holder.

be used in the same loop in which it is assigned. This prioritisation also supports the suggestion of roles to the programmer, as the offending statement (e.g. “variable appears on both sides of assignment statement”) can be presented with the incorrect role detection announcement, reason for the detection, and suggested role for the variable.

5. CURRENT STATE AND FUTURE PLANS

The software has been implemented, and is currently able to handle procedural code sections in Java. There are a small number of limitations on the programs that will be processed by the tool: in particular variable overriding and switch/case statements are not currently supported.

At present we have focused our attention on using the analysis to identify faults in the student’s role assignment. A second approach, which would add robustness to the role checking, would be to identify positive features in the data flow graph which indicate that a particular role is certainly being played. This could involve additional analysis techniques, for example model checking [6, 11], which allows statements about variables in temporal logic (e.g. “if A is positive, then at some time before the program ends B is guaranteed to be negative, regardless of the path taken through the program”) to be confirmed or counterexamples found.

We have tested the program on the seventeen programs given at http://www.cs.joensuu.fi/~saja/var_roles/ (which were used for the experiments described in [1, 5]) and all roles are correctly identified by the tool (also we have shown that experiments with erroneous variants on those programs correctly identify the errors). Clearly, this is a good thing; nonetheless such programs will have been devised specifically as clean examples of the role concept, and as a result future evaluation work will focus on a wider variety of programs.

We have incorporated the role analysis tool into the BlueJ programming/learning environment (http://www.bluej.org/) and hope to use this in practical evaluation of the tool in real classroom settings.

Further details of this work are given in [3] and on our web site at http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/staff/cgj/research/rolesOfVariables.html.
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Appendix: program examples
The Fibonacci and Histogram programs (adapted from http://www.cs.joensuu.fi/~saja/var_roles/) used as examples in several sections above.

```java
import java.io.*;

public class Fibonacci {
    private int last_fib; /*%%last_fib%%follower%%*/
    private int fib; //%%fib%%gatherer%%
    private int temp; //%%temp%%temporary%%
    private int number; //%%number%%fixed value%%
    private int i; //%%i%%stepper%%

    /** Constructor for objects of class Fibonacci */
    public Fibonacci() {
        last_fib = 1;
        fib = 1; /*another comment*/
        number = getNumber();
        if (number < 2) {
            System.out.println("The first and second numbers are 1.");
        } else {
            System.out.println("Value 1 is ": 1);
            System.out.println("Value 2 is ": 1);
            for (i = 3; i <= number; i++) {
                temp = last_fib;
                last_fib = fib;
                fib = fib + temp;
                System.out.println("Value " + i + " is: "+ fib);
            }
        }
    }

    /**
     * Read number of integers in sequence from terminal
     * @return The number of values to be in the sequence
     */
    private int getNumber() {
        BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
        int n = 0;
        while (n < 1) {
            String tempN = ";
            System.out.print("Enter number in sequence: ");
            try {
                tempN = in.readLine();
            } catch (IOException e) {
                System.out.println(e.getMessage());
            }
            Integer tempInt = new Integer(tempN);
            n = tempInt.intValue();
        }
        return n;
    }
}

import java.io.*;

public class Histogram {
    // Draw a histogram
    private final int longest = 40; // Longest bar
    private float[] amount = new float[12]; // Data for drawing
    private float max; // Maximum data element
    private int month; // Current month
    private int i; // Stepper

    public Histogram() {
        max = 0;
        for (month = 1; month <= 12; month++) {
            System.out.println("Enter amount for month "+ month + "; ");
            amount[month - 1] = getInput();
            if (max < amount[month - 1]) {
                max = amount[month - 1];
            }
        }
        System.out.println();
        for (month = 1; month <= 12; month++) {
            System.out.println("Enter amount for month "+ month + "; ");
            amount[month - 1] = getInput();
            if (max < amount[month - 1]) {
                max = amount[month - 1];
            }
        }
        System.out.println();
        for (month = 1; month <= 12; month++) {
            for (i = 0; i <= amount[month - 1] / max * longest; i++)
                System.out.print('*');
            System.out.println();
        }
    }

    private float getInput() {
        float returnFloat = 0;
        BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in));
        try {
            String inputString = in.readLine();
            Float tempFloat = new Float(inputString);
            returnFloat = tempFloat.floatValue();
        } catch (IOException e) {
            System.out.println(e.getMessage());
        }
        return returnFloat;
    }
}
```

Summary: The Fibonacci program calculates the Fibonacci sequence up to a specified number of terms. The Histogram program draws bar charts for each month's data, with the length of each bar proportional to the data value. Both programs use comments and variable declarations to structure their functionality.